Consumer price rise highest since WW II

Ray proposes state tax authority as formal temporary authority source

By MIKE MCCANN
Lifestyle Writer
DES MOINES-Gov. Robert Ray, stating that an energy crisis does exist, called for the establishment of an Iowa Office of Energy Management (OEM) Transceptor.

The OEM would centralize energy policy and was expected to be operational by the beginning of 1974.

The nation's energy crisis has existed for several years, and Ray noted that the energy crisis is real in Des Moines and throughout the state of Iowa.

The Governor said that the last year revealed the true extent of the problem and that the state would need a formal temporary source to provide a solution for some of the state's energy problems.

Ray also noted that the problem of fuel prices would increase throughout the state and that the state would need to take action.

The OEM would be responsible for developing an energy conservation plan and would be run by an energy director appointed by the governor.

A council composed of the state Conservation Commission chairman, the President of the Utilities Commission, and two public representatives would be created to advise the governor on energy policies.

The council would also be responsible for developing a plan to fund energy programs and research.

Refereendum
City to contract with Old Cap for renewal plan

By JIM MILLERDORF
City Editor
The Iowa City Council had agreed on Tuesday to put a referendum question on the ballot for voters to decide on a contract to renew the city's water treatment plant.

The referendum would ask voters if they want to renew the city's water treatment plant contract with Old Cap for 20 years.

The city had received a bid from Old Cap for the renewal of the contract and the council had agreed to put the question on the ballot for the voters to decide.

In essence, the council agreed to renew the contract with Old Cap for 20 years.

Investigation
The next day, the city council voted to renew the Old Cap contract for 20 years.

In the News
briefly

Investigation

An investigation into the death of a 12-year-old girl in Iowa City has been opened, following a week-long search for the truth.

The Search for Justice Foundation has launched an investigation into the case, and the city has offered a reward of $10,000 for information leading to an arrest.

Gall

Awards for James Hall, winning trophy for the best performance in the Transpacific Yacht Race, were presented to James Hall by the Governor.

The Governor praised James Hall for his outstanding performance in the race and presented him with a large trophy.

The Governor also congratulated James Hall for his excellent performance and presented him with a certificate of appreciation.

The city had been offered a $10,000 reward for information leading to an arrest, and the Governor announced that he would make a personal donation of $5,000 to the family of the victim.

Water

Washington (AP) The government's findings show that the water situation in Iowa City is not as serious as previously thought.

The city has received a $10,000 grant from the National Science Foundation to study the water situation in the city.

The study will focus on the quality of the water and the potential for contamination.

The city council has agreed to a study of the water situation and has appointed a task force to study the issue.

Truckers

The trucking industry has been hit by a strike, and the drivers have been on the picket line for several days.

The drivers are demanding higher wages and better working conditions, and the trucking companies are offering lower wages and worse conditions.

The strike has caused a shortage of truckers, and the trucking companies are seeking new drivers to replace the striking drivers.

Cloudy 30s

Today will be partly cloudy with a slight chance of precipitation.

Highs will be in the 30s, and lows will be in the low 20s.

The cold front will move through the area tonight, bringing a drop in temperature.

Thursday will be in the 30s.
Fuel extractions increasing dangerous

**Over 25**

A special series of social and recreational activities for married students over 25 years of age will be offered this semester at the University in the Student Information Office. The conference’s purpose is to help adults gain a better understanding of the self and his relationship to our society today and in the future. This year’s theme is “The City and the Future.”

**Spock**

Dr. Benjamin Spock, noted pediatrician and author, will speak at 8 p.m. on Feb. 4 in the City Center. He will speak on a new book, "What Are Your Children Doing?"

The conference is open to all adults in the community and will be held in the Student Information Office. For further information and a schedule of events, call the Student Information Office or call 351-1899.

**New Music**

Arnold Schoenberg’s “Four Lieder” will be presented at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 1 in the City Center. The University Wind Ensemble will perform the music. The concert is free to all students.

**Scholar**

Professor Richard Brown of the University of Iowa’s Department of Plant Biology has been elected a fellow of the American Philosophical Society. This is the first time in Iowa history that a person from the university has been elected to the society.

**Workshop**

Kenneth Goodman, editor of the Almost Industrial Worker, a union newspaper, will conduct a workshop for representatives of Iowa industries on Wednesday February 5, 8-11 a.m. in the University Union.

The workshop is part of a larger program on the development of an industrial union in the Midwest. The workshop will cover such topics as organizing, negotiating, and the role of the union in the community.

**Recital**

Claretian Theresa Ayres will present two recitals in New Music Hall on Feb. 1 and 2. The concerts will feature music of the 16th to 20th centuries. The program will include works by Bach, Beethoven, and Schubert.

**Campus Notes**

**D&P bootery**

**Shoes**

132 N., 3rd Avenue

PRICE REDUCTION

**SHOE SALE**

Ladies Shoes & Boots

Salv Shoes from our Regular Stock

Most Styles Cut To

Dress—Sport Casual—And Formal Shoes

$2.99-$4.99

3/4 X 5” INDEX CARDS

PLAIN OR RULED

Pkg. 100

OSCO REG. 25c

19c

“CHRISTMAS HARVEST” SALE

LIGHT POWDERED ARRD

EXTRA DRY ANITSPERANT

TRIAL SIZE

2 oz.

OSCO REG. 25c

15c

CRACKER JACK

1/2 oz.

PEG.

OSCO REG. 25c

5c or 5 for 20c

COTTON WET MOP

OSCO REG. 25c

59c

PLASTIC DUST PANS

9c

Have you used OSCO’s prescriptions for your?

DENTAL DRUGS

OSCO REG. 25c

BY JAMES MEECE

Black voting in issues could become a reality in the University of Iowa’s Student Government because of a new group, “the black students,” which has been formed.

The group, which is made up of about 20 students, has been meeting for the past month. They have been discussing the need for a group to represent the black students on campus.

**Chic first to approve new committee system**

BY LINDA YOUNG

Staff Writer

The Chic first to approve a new committee system for the University of Iowa’s Student Government has been the Student Senate. The Senate has approved a new committee system that will be used by the Senate to make decisions.

The new system is based on the idea that there should be a separate committee for each major issue facing the Senate. The committee will be responsible for gathering information and making recommendations to the Senate.

The committee system was approved by the Senate on Monday, Jan. 26, and will be used by the Senate during the spring semester.

**Stake**

The University of Iowa’s Student Senate is seeking to establish a system of committees that will be used to make decisions on major issues facing the Senate.

The Senate is currently made up of 25 members, but it is expected that the number of members will increase to 40 during the spring semester. The system of committees will be used to divide the work of the Senate among the members.

**Senates on new system; faculty postpones ratification**

On Jan. 26, 1960, the University of Iowa’s Student Senate was established. The Senate is made up of 25 members, who are elected by the student body.

The Senate is responsible for making decisions on issues of importance to the student body. The Senate’s decisions are then ratified by the student body at the annual meeting.

The Senate on new system; faculty postpones ratification.

**Stake**

The Senate on new system; faculty postpones ratification.

**Stake**

The Senate on new system; faculty postpones ratification.
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The Senate on new system; faculty postpones ratification.

**Stake**

The Senate on new system; faculty postpones ratification.
"Not without sin"

by Mark Westrick

Although he admits, "We are not without sin,"

Harry Voss, director of the Iowa State School of Music, does not indicate that grazing policies in the school will change in the near future.

The school of Music has come under repeated criticism, especially at meetings of the Educational Policy Committee, for its grading policies in the school will change in the near future.

Very few of the total number of student who studied music on the level below four as to music at Iowa claim at Iowa State College. According to the agreement Kissinger made these points:

WASHINGTON (AP) - The agreement on negotiating principles for prisoners despite a decision to pull Israeli military personnel from the Sinai, as a result of the Egyptian-Israeli troop settlement may turn on oil agreements.

Judges B. Edward Tufford said one inmate is separated after interviewing process.

Staff, Tiffin, walked away from his parole hearing.

"You wouldn't expect if you had all the top student that they would be like that," said Westrick.

"It's not isolated, it is not total, change. "

"We have no reason to believe that our grading policies are a minor aspect toward ending the conflict."

"Kissinger laid out no specific settlement agreement on negotiating principles."

"Power is on the table, but he said, "I think there is a point of view from our grading system to teach many people."

"All professors in music training is individual college. And of those who do continue with music training is individual college. And of those who do continue with music training is individual college."

"It looks at grade reporting system. It is not isolated."

"I put up on the story page one."

"That is not isolated, it is not total, change."

"It is not isolated, it is not total, change."

Jail program continues despite ruling

By Patricia Hobart

Due to a legal imperative, the Johnson County Jail is continuing its work-release program for prisoners despite a ruling which said prisoners who work away from jail should not be charged with any work-related violation.

Deputy Sheriff Tom Tufford said: "We now have every work-release agreement is interpreted into the order, not specifying the boundaries of the release."

The action was taken after Theresa Tilden, 28, Tilden, walked away from her job in September while on work release. He was hired a month later in January 1975.

INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP

What occurs in an employment interview

How to prepare for interviewing

Strategies, activities to assist students with interviewing

Provide each participant the opportunity to establish their interviewing skills and receive coaching.

"It was not that the judge was going to teach the attorney or any other way."

"That was not that the judge was going to teach the attorney or any other way."

"It was not that the judge was going to teach the attorney or any other way."

"Sometimes it's nice to know that someone cares."

"I am not that the judge was going to teach the attorney or any other way."

"I am not that the judge was going to teach the attorney or any other way."

"I am not that the judge was going to teach the attorney or any other way."

"I am not that the judge was going to teach the attorney or any other way."

Ginsburg's Jewelers

Downers Grove, Cedar Rapids

"The Stable"

Pants 2" and 3" Hose 2 pr. 1.99

Blouses 3" Turfleech sweaters 4.97

300 Dress selection all 1/4 off

500 pieces of Sportswear all 1/4 off or more

300 Blouses all 1/4 off

Skii Coats from 1990 Values to 15"

Leathers & Suede up to 40 off

Fantastic savings at both stores.
**Practice what you preach**

"This Administration has proved that it is utterly incapable of cleaning up the corruption which has completely eroded it. It restated the confidence and the faith of the people in the honesty and morality of their government employees. The investigations which have been conducted to date, have only stretched the surfer.

For every case where there are ten which are successfully covered up and even though this Administration will not 'weed out' corruption, the moral standard of the Administration that when they are caught red-handed with pay money in their pockets. The kind of pay that the tax collectors who get concessions on their income tax cases, the con artists who get better treatment on government contracts, the swindlers peddlers with keys to the White House, the government employees who use his position to feather his nest. The great tragedy, however, is that this corruption exists but that it is defended and censured by the President and other high Administration officials. We have had corruption defended by those in high places. If that corruption is not eradicated, how can we expect them to clean it up?"

Nov. 13, 1968—Richard Nixon in his denunciation of the Truman Administration at the Hotel Statler in Boston, Massachusetts.

---

**United Press International**

On January 7, a Chilean military junta announced a program to control prices and wages, and removed socialist trade union leader Salvador Allende from his post as Premier. Although the junta did not declare a state of emergency, it was immediately joined by a general strike, which remained in effect for the next four months.

The military junta, led by General Augusto Pinochet, took over the government of Chile after a protracted political crisis. The previous government, headed by President Salvador Allende, had been in power since 1970 and had been in constant conflict with the military, which had repeatedly threatened to overthrow the government. In the months leading up to the coup, the military had been able to consolidate its power by controlling the media and by using force to suppress opposition.

The coup was carried out on September 11, 1973, when a group of army officers led by General Carmen.us. or specifically some extra types of investment are advantageous to diwritures reach their high level. Another problem revolves around stretching the stuff called money. Before evaluating what the student might have been trying to.”

---

**Chavez speaks out**

**Editor’s note:** Today’s Equal Time column contains a story on the administration of the United Farm Workers (UFW).

We are writing to you, the American public, saying: We are asking you to decide whether you want to keep big business in the White House, citizens, Filipinos or any other group in America to do without self-determination. We are asking you to decide whether you want the political system here in the United States to remain as it is or if you want to fight for workers’ rights and self-determination. We are asking you to decide whether you want people who work remotely from their homes to do their job or if you want to fight for workers’ rights and self-determination. We are asking you to decide whether you want to keep large corporations, banks, and oil companies in the White House, or if you want to fight for workers’ rights and self-determination.

We are writing to you, the American public, saying: We are asking you to decide whether you want to keep big business in the White House, or if you want to fight for workers’ rights and self-determination. We are asking you to decide whether you want to keep large corporations, banks, and oil companies in the White House, or if you want to fight for workers’ rights and self-determination.

---

**DORIS A THOMAS PALMS**

Junta repression spreads

The first paragraph of the Nixon speech speaks of the comparison in the United States of the situation today with the situation in Chile. The similarities between the above quote and what is happening today are not without its parallels.

The next paragraph speaks of the situation in Chile. The first paragraph of the Nixon speech speaks of the comparison in the United States of the situation today with the situation in Chile. The similarities between the above quote and what is happening today are not without its parallels.
Ye olden knights return to battle

Might is right!

IM Corner

From the bulletin

Warriors edge

The Phi Psi's edged out Tau Kappa in round three the other day and held off Kappa Kappa Gammas as well. The Phi Psi's were led by Dave Glass, who clearly showed his running prowess in the middle distance. The Phi Psi's logged a 1:44.3 performance to exact the victory.

Long Beach, trailing by five minutes at that instant, got back in line in a tandem with a point in hand. The Phi Psi's also played a critical role in the final stretch. The Warriors edged out the Phi Psi's by one point in the final stretch.

Kappa Kappa Gammas, who clearly showed his running prowess in the middle distance. The Phi Psi's logged a 1:44.3 performance to exact the victory.

Long Beach, trailing by five minutes at that instant, got back in line in a tandem with a point in hand. The Phi Psi's also played a critical role in the final stretch. The Warriors edged out the Phi Psi's by one point in the final stretch.

Kappa Kappa Gammas, who clearly showed his running prowess in the middle distance. The Phi Psi's logged a 1:44.3 performance to exact the victory.

Long Beach, trailing by five minutes at that instant, got back in line in a tandem with a point in hand. The Phi Psi's also played a critical role in the final stretch. The Warriors edged out the Phi Psi's by one point in the final stretch.
I. Football

**Csonka**

**NEW YORK** (AP) — Larry Csonka, Miami's home-running winger and Super Bowl hero, emphatically rejected any suggestion he was jumping to the now defunct World Football League for the sake of a financial bonus.

"That's not my motive," he said. "I don't care if we win or lose. I don't care if the world's on fire. I just want to play football. I've always been that way."

Csonka, who is an economics major at the University of Miami, said he was confident he would sign with the WFL and that the team had offered him a three-year deal for $2 million.

"I said, 'What's the deal?'" he said. "I knew what the league was and I knew what the offer was."

"I don't care what people say. I just want to play football. I've always been that way."

He added that he had been approached by the WFL's president, Joe Robbie, and that the offer was too good to turn down.

"I knew what the league was and I knew what the offer was," he said. "I just want to play football. I've always been that way."

"I said, 'What's the deal?'" he said. "I knew what the league was and I knew what the offer was."

"I'm not interested in the money. I just want to play football. I've always been that way."
THE GIANT KILLER
THE SOUND MACHINE
223 E. WASHINGTON 338-9476 CREDIT AVAILABLE OPEN 9-9 MON.-FRI. 9-5 SAT.

THE FOLLOWING FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE HERE TO TEST YOUR EQUIPMENT AND ANSWER QUESTIONS DURING THE SOUND MACHINE'S ANNUAL CONSUMER ELECTRONICS CLINIC.

9-9 FRIDAY, JANUARY 25
9-5 SATURDAY, JANUARY 26

Equasound  Lee Stereo Chair  AR
Marantz         Quintessence  Magnum-Opus
JBL             Maxell          Dokorder
TEAC           Harmon-Kardon  BGW
Miracord       Koss            Glenburn-McDonald
SAE            Superscope      Phase-Lineal
Panasonic-Technics  TDK      ADC
Nortronics     Scintrex        Radford
Dual           PE              Gamber-Johnson
Thorens        Kenwood         Braun
ELPA           KLH             Design Acoustic
Sony Superscope  Sherwood      Altec
Tandberg       Empire          Pickering

Bring cartridges to be tested.
Bring speakers to be tested.
Bring amps to be tested.

If you have any problems with any of the above name products the factory representatives will be happy to discuss them with you.